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controller I'm trying to inject on an instance on
an object in one controller to another controller

but it not working. In my services.js
angular.module('services', []) .factory('data',
function() { return {}; }); In my controller1

function dataController($scope, data) {
$scope.data = data; } In my controller2
dataService = angular.module('services',

[]).factory('data', function() { var service = {};
return service; }); function dataController2() {

console.log(dataService.data); //null
console.log(data); //undefined } A: To access

the service in your second controller, you should
inject the data service in your controller. This is

basically what would happen if you create a
service to keep some data shared among
controllers. angular.module('services', [])
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.factory('data', function() { return {}; });
function dataController($scope, dataService) {
$scope.dataService = dataService; } function
dataController2() { $scope.dataService.data;
//the data from the service. } Q: How do I load

all objects from a list to a view? I have this code
for a list: public class MenuList { public string

Name { get; set; } public string Selected { get;
set; } public List Items { get; set; } } and this

code for my view: @model
Restaurant1.Models.MenuList @using

(Html.BeginForm("Index", "Home",
FormMethod.Get)) { 50b96ab0b6
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the ability of an individual to control his or her
weight is limited by a number of physiological
and psychological factors. Individuals find it

difficult to maintain an appropriate weight, and
the desire to do so is further stifled by factors
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such as extreme seasonal variations, economic
constraints, unhealthy and unsupportive social

environments, and the like. In many cases,
individuals overeat, suffer inordinate stress

because of obesity, or eat the wrong foods with
a high fat content. For the obese, the emphasis

is placed on obtaining relief from the health
problems often associated with a high body
weight. The obese, on the other hand, may

experience high levels of stress, or the desire to
control their weight may serve as a

psychological barometer of their general
emotional health. Although conventional

treatments, including behavioral therapy, may
provide some control over an individual's

weight, they have limited effectiveness as they
depend on the individual's willingness to

maintain a diet program and exercise regimen.
Furthermore, conventional treatments for

weight loss are not necessarily geared to the
psychological health of the individual who

chooses to follow the weight loss program. Thus,
there is a need for a treatment which

incorporates the psychological issues of the
individual with a weight loss program.Field of

the Invention The present invention relates to a
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display device, a light emitting device, a
terminal device and a program. Description of

the Related Art Recent years have seen the rise
of portable devices, each having a display

device such as a liquid crystal display device
and a liquid crystal display module as a display
device incorporated therein, for various usage

purposes. Incidentally, this type of portable
device is also referred to as a portable display

device or a portable information device. In
recent years, there have been increasing
demands for the display device of such a

portable device to become thinner and have a
higher definition. In order to respond to such
demands, the technical innovation is actively

carried out. One of the latest efforts is directed
to a technique for manufacturing a display
device from a light emitting element that

employs an electroluminescence (hereinafter
also referred to as EL) phenomenon or organic

EL. The technique enables a light emitting
element to be formed
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